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**Abstract:** Femtosecond stimulated Raman spectroscopy (FSRS) is an emerging molecular structural dynamics technique for functional materials characterization typically in the visible to near-IR range. To expand its applications we have developed a versatile FSRS setup in the ultraviolet region. We use the combination of a narrowband, ~400 nm Raman pump from a home-built second harmonic bandwidth compressor and a tunable broadband probe pulse from sum-frequency-generation-based cascaded four-wave mixing (SFG-CFWM) laser sidebands in a thin BBO crystal. The ground state Raman spectrum of a laser dye Quinolon 390 in methanol that strongly absorbs at ~355 nm is systematically studied as a standard sample to provide previously unavailable spectroscopic characterization in the vibrational domain. Both the Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman spectra can be collected by selecting different orders of SFG-CFWM sidebands as the probe pulse. The stimulated Raman gain with the 402 nm Raman pump is >21 times larger than that with the 550 nm Raman pump when measured at the 1317 cm\(^{-1}\) peak for the aromatic ring deformation and ring-H rocking mode of the dye molecule, demonstrating that pre-resonance enhancement is effectively achieved in the unique UV-FSRS setup. This added tunability in the versatile and compact optical setup enables FSRS to better capture transient conformational snapshots of photosensitive molecules that absorb in the UV range.
1. Introduction

The advent of femtosecond lasers has ushered in an exciting era of modern quantum chemistry and molecular spectroscopy [1,2] which has provided previously unavailable or hidden insights about structural dynamics, chemical reactivity, and biological functionality [2–7]. The ultrafast time duration of the incident laser pulses is key to dissect the electronic potential energy surface of the molecular system under investigation, and a time-delayed pump-probe setup is typically implemented to measure the system response on the intrinsic molecular timescale. In comparison to the widely used transient absorption technique that records the electronic responses as a function of time, vibrational spectroscopy is intimately related to molecular structure and the associated normal modes, making the observed vibrational frequencies highly sensitive to the local environment of the chemical bond. By incorporating a preceding actinic pump pulse that induces photochemistry or other chemical reactions, vibrational transitions of the molecular system can be tracked in real time via IR absorption or Raman processes with ultrafast IR or visible laser pulses, typically on the femtosecond (fs) to picosecond (ps) timescale which can report on the incipient stage of photoinduced processes.

To exploit the full potential of ultrafast vibrational spectroscopy to characterize functional materials and biomolecules, we have developed femtosecond stimulated Raman spectroscopy (FSRS) as an emerging structural dynamics technique that has simultaneously high spectral and temporal resolutions [7–13]. The approach measures the ensemble average of system response so the observed structural evolution is insensitive to stochastic fluctuations but useful to report on functional atomic motions that are previously challenging to measure experimentally [2,7]. The conventional FSRS technique consists of an ~800 nm, ps Raman pump pulse from a grating-based spectral filter and a ca. 840–920 nm, fs Raman probe pulse from supercontinuum white light (SCWL) generation [9–11]. A preceding ~400 nm or 520–660 nm actinic pump pulse from second harmonic generation or noncollinear optical parametric amplification needs to be incorporated when the excited state molecular transformation is studied. One limiting factor for wider applications of FSRS is the wavelength tunability of incident pulses, particularly concerning the ps pump-fs probe pair that performs the stimulated Raman scattering process either in the electronic ground state (S₀) or excited state (e.g., S₁). Notably, different molecules have different potential energy landscapes so the vibrational energy levels and resonance Raman conditions vary greatly [14]. To turn FSRS into a more powerful and versatile spectroscopic toolset readily accessible to tackle a wide range of problems in energy and biology related fields, more technical innovations and optical advances are warranted.

In our earlier work, we reported the implementation of cascaded four-wave mixing (CFWM) in a thin transparent medium such as BK7 glass to generate broadband up-converted multicolor array (BUMA) signals [15]. One of these tunable, ultrabroad laser sidebands was used as the Raman probe in conjunction with an 800 nm Raman pump to collect the anti-Stokes Raman spectrum of a 1:1 \( v/v \) carbon tetrachloride:ethanol mixed standard solution [16] with high signal-to-noise ratio. We have also
reported the BUMA sidebands in a 0.1-mm-thick BBO crystal at phase-matching condition for maximal second harmonic generation (SHG) [17]. The resultant SHG/sum-frequency-generation(SFG) assisted cascaded four-wave mixing processes lead to fs sideband signals from ca. 350–490 nm that are simultaneously enhanced due to $\chi^{(2)}$ and $\chi^{(3)}$-based four-wave optical parametric amplification [18]. Can this expanded versatility and tunability help expand the available optical methods for fs Raman probe generation? Can we investigate sample systems that primarily absorb in the UV, such as DNA/RNA molecules, metal-organic complexes that undergo ligand-metal charge transfer upon photoexcitation, and the functionally relevant amino acids (e.g., Trp and Tyr) in proteins and enzymes? Notably, the near-UV probe pulse can work well in conjunction with a ps Raman pump pulse, which is available from a second harmonic bandwidth compressor (SHBC) using the commercially available femtosecond 800 nm laser source [19]. In addition, the UV photoexcitation pulse at 267 nm can be readily generated from third harmonic generation of the 800 nm fundamental pulse.

In this article, we build on our previous results and report the construction and characterization of a versatile UV-FSRS setup incorporating both home-built second harmonic bandwidth compressor and SFG-based cascaded four-wave mixing. We demonstrate the feasibility of this setup in capturing the ground-state FSRS spectra of a laser dye Quinolon 390 (7-Dimethylamino-1-methyl-4-methoxy-8-azaquinolone-2, C12H15N3O2; Exciton Catalog No. 03900, or LD390) that has an absorption/emission peak at 355/390 nm in methanol. By tuning the ps Raman pump wavelength from visible (e.g., 550, 487 nm) to UV (e.g., 402 nm) and fs Raman probe wavelength in tandem based on supercontinuum white light generation as well as the broadband up-converted multicolor array technology, we achieve the pre-resonance enhancement factor of $>$21 for the stimulated Raman modes over a wide spectral window of $>$1400 cm$^{-1}$. These new results showcase the utility of tunable BUMA laser pulses in advancing the emerging FSRS technique, broadening its application potential to expose equilibrium and transient vibrational signatures of a wider array of photosensitive molecular systems that absorb in the UV to near-IR range [10,12].

2. Experimental Section

Our main optical setup to achieve tunable FSRS in the UV range uses a portion of the fundamental pulse (FP) output from a Ti:sapphire-based fs laser regenerative amplifier (Legend Elite-USP-1K-HE, Coherent, Inc.) seeded by a mode-locked Ti:sapphire oscillator (Mantis-5, Coherent). The FP of $\sim$1 W at 800 nm center wavelength with 35 fs time duration (full-width-half-maximum, or fwhm) and 1 kHz repetition rate is split into two parts with a 9:1 ratio to pump the home-built second harmonic bandwidth compressor and the broadband up-converted multicolor array setup, respectively (see Figure 1). In the second harmonic bandwidth compressor section, the input beam is separated evenly into two arms, which go through reflective grating and cylindrical lens pairs and are stretched from fs to ps pulses with opposite chirps tuned to have the same magnitude [20]. After recombining the two arms at a 1-mm-thick Type-I BBO crystal ($\theta = 29.2^\circ$) we achieve the chirp-free narrowband ps pulse centered at $\sim$402 nm as a result of the chirp elimination effect [21]. The time duration of the second harmonic pulse is characterized by the optical Kerr effect (OKE) measurement with another 400 nm pulse from second harmonic generation of the FP followed by prism compression (40 fs, acting as the gate pulse), yielding a temporal profile with $\sim$1.45 ps fwhm (Figure 2). To obtain the spectral width, we disperse
the pulse with a 1200 grooves/mm, 500 nm blaze ruled reflective grating and image onto a CCD camera. After wavelength calibration with a mercury argon source (HG-1, Ocean Optics) across the UV/Vis range, the fwhm of the picosecond 402 nm pulse is measured to be \(~11\) cm\(^{-1}\). This represents a time-bandwidth product of \(~15.9\) ps·cm\(^{-1}\) that is close to the Fourier-transform limit of a Gaussian-profile pulse \((\sim 14.7\) ps·cm\(^{-1}\)), indicating that the 402 nm pulse is largely chirp-free and can be used as the narrowband Raman pump pulse in FSRS.

In the broadband up-converted multicolor array setup, an FP and an SCWL (alternatively referred to as WL) pulse are loosely focused onto a 0.1-mm-thick BBO crystal to generate multiple sidebands via SFG-based cascaded four-wave mixing [17]. The crossing angle between the two incident fs pulses is \(~6^\circ\) to achieve balance between conversion efficiency and spatial separation of nascent sidebands [15,22,23]. The phase-matching condition of the BBO crystal is set to favor SFG. The first sideband on either the FP (S\(_{+1}\)) or WL (S\(_{-1}\)) side is selected with an iris diaphragm and used as the Raman probe (Figure 1). The pulse-to-pulse intensity stability is within 5%, which can be effectively averaged out by repeatedly collecting FSRS signals over several minutes (see below). Notably, the highly nonlinear pulse generation does not incur substantial intensity noise because we use low pump power to generate laser sidebands in the background-free directions (see Figure 1) so the interference effect with fundamental incident pulses is much reduced. Furthermore, the bandwidth of S\(_{+1}\) and S\(_{-1}\) is measured to be \(ca. 1400\) and \(1700\) cm\(^{-1}\), respectively, which supports the self-compression of these CFWM-induced sidebands to fs pulses [15,17]. To potentially achieve transform-limited pulses, further compression with accurate chirp compensation is needed [24,25].

The selected BUMA sideband and the SHBC output pulse are focused onto a 1-mm-thick quartz sample cell by an \(f = 12\) cm off-axis parabolic mirror to avoid introducing additional chirps (e.g., if we use a focusing lens instead). Both incident beams pass through the sample solution containing 15 mM LD390 laser dye in methanol (Figure 1). The Raman pump is then blocked while the Raman probe pulse carrying the stimulated Raman scattering signal is re-collimated and focused into the spectrograph with a 1200 grooves/mm, 500 nm blaze ruled reflective grating. The dispersed signal is collected by a CCD array camera (Princeton Instruments, PIXIS 100F) that is synchronized with the laser at 1 kHz repetition rate to achieve shot-to-shot spectral acquisition. A phase-stable optical chopper (Newport 3501) in the Raman pump beampath at 500 Hz (also synchronized with the laser) ensures that one Raman spectrum can be collected within 2 ms through dividing the Raman probe profile with “Raman pump on” by “Raman pump off” (see Equation (1)).

Therefore, the recorded FSRS signal strength is typically expressed in the stimulated Raman gain:

\[
\text{Raman Gain} = \frac{\text{Probe spectrum}_{\text{pump-on}}}{\text{Probe spectrum}_{\text{pump-off}}} - 1
\]  

We routinely collect the Raman spectrum with 3000 laser shots per point and 100 sets, so 150,000 Raman spectra are averaged to yield the final Raman spectrum as shown in Figures 3a and 4a with much improved signal-to-noise ratio. Experimentally we do not observe sharp noises that affect the detection sensitivity of the system, and the highly efficient data averaging within \(~3\) s for each recorded data trace largely removes the broad baseline fluctuations of the probe pulse (e.g., mostly up and down in intensity profile, not left and right along the frequency axis). All the experiments are performed at room temperature (21.9 °C) and ambient pressure (1 atm). To investigate the resonance Raman enhancement effect, we use the previously developed tunable FSRS in the visible to generate
the ps Raman pump pulse (at 487 and 550 nm) in conjunction with an fs Raman probe pulse (to the red side of the pump) based on supercontinuum white light generation in a 2-mm-thick Z-cut sapphire plate followed by prism compression. Figure 3a displays the detailed comparison between ground-state FSRS spectra collected at various Raman pump-probe wavelengths, wherein the intensity noise level does not increase significantly as Raman pump wavelength approaches the electronic absorption peak. Figure 3b shows the computed Raman modes from density functional theory (DFT) B3LYP calculations in the electronic ground state using 6-311G+(d, p) basis sets for LD390 in methanol solution and the integral equation formalism polarizable continuum model (IEFPCM-methanol), performed by the Gaussian 09 program [26].

Figure 1. Schematic of the UV-Femtosecond stimulated Raman spectroscopy (FSRS) experimental setup. The fundamental laser output is split to separately pump a home-built second harmonic bandwidth compressor (SHBC, light blue shaded area) and a broadband up-converted multicolor array (BUMA, light violet shaded area) based on the unique sum-frequency-generation-based (SFG-based) cascaded four-wave mixing (CFWM) in a thin BBO crystal. A photograph of SFG-CFWM sideband signals on a sheet of white paper is shown with the first sideband on either side of SFG highlighted by black dotted circles. The first sideband either on the FP side (S+1) or on the WL side (S−1) is used as the Raman probe pulse in conjunction with the narrowband SHBC output as the Raman pump to record anti-Stokes and Stokes stimulated Raman spectrum, respectively. The 20:80 BS represents 20% Reflection and 80% Transmission.

3. Results and Discussion

The FSRS technology has been successfully applied to a number of important photosensitive molecular systems including rhodopsin [27], bacteriorhodopsin [28], phytochrome [29], organic dyes in solar cells [30], Fe(II) spin crossover in solution [31], fluorescent proteins [7,32,33], and calcium-ion-sensing protein biosensors [34–36]. The main goal of this work is to construct a versatile, tunable FSRS setup that extends the wavelength detection window to the UV regime with desired resonance Raman enhancement. As a result, a wider range of photochemical reaction pathways can be
elucidated particularly for metal-organic complexes in solution (absorption peak below 300 nm) and tyrosine residues in proteins (max absorption at ~276 nm) in conjunction with a femtosecond actinic pump pulse. Because FSRS is a stimulated Raman technique, the concomitant generation of a pair of ps-Raman-pump and fs-Raman-probe pulses is required.

3.1. UV-FSRS Setup with SHBC and SFG-CFWM

Starting from the fs 800 nm laser amplifier system, we choose to exploit a home-built single-grating-based second harmonic bandwidth compressor to produce a ~400 nm, ps pulse [20] as the Raman pump. To conveniently generate an accompanying Raman probe, we rely on the SFG-CFWM method that can be readily tuned by varying the time delay between the two incident pulses or selecting a different sideband on either side of the FP beam (see Figure 1, middle). The wavelength tunability of those sidebands has been discussed in our previous reports [15,17]. Figure 2a shows temporal characterization of the second harmonic bandwidth compressor output at 402 nm with ~1.45 ps pulse duration (fwhm). Figure 2b displays the relative spectral position of the narrowband Raman pump and two distinct femtosecond BUMA sidebands from SFG-CFWM processes in a thin BBO crystal, S+1 and S-1, which enable the collection of anti-Stokes and Stokes Raman spectrum, respectively. Furthermore, we have demonstrated the SFG-CFWM sidebands spanning a broad UV to visible spectral range from ca. 350–490 nm [17], which can be potentially pushed toward shorter wavelengths upon increasing the pump power and/or reducing the incident beam crossing angle [23,24].

**Figure 2.** Spectral characterization of the Raman pump and probe pulse pair for FSRS. (a) Temporal profile of the narrowband Raman pump measured from optical Kerr effect (OKE). The pulse duration of ~1.45 ps is obtained from the fwhm of the Gaussian fit (blue solid curve) to the time-resolved experimental data points (blue open circles). (b) Spectra of the SHBC output as the Raman pump in (a) (blue) and the first two BUMA sidebands as the Raman probe, S+1 on the FP side (black) and S-1 on the WL side (red), respectively.
3.2. Ground-State FSRS of Laser Dye LD390

To demonstrate the feasibility of the aforementioned UV-FSRS setup, we select LD390 as the molecular sample system because this laser dye in methanol strongly absorbs 355 nm light, while the solvent only has two major Raman peaks at ~1033 and 1460 cm\(^{-1}\). To our best knowledge, the standard or spontaneous Raman spectrum of LD390 has not been reported, so the measurement here represents a new spectroscopic characterization of this commercial laser dye molecule and its vibrational motions in solution. After equal amount of solution and solvent data collection, average and subtraction which remove most of the systematic noise and laser fluctuation effect, the pure ground-state Raman spectrum of LD390 is shown in Figure 3a that has a number of prominent peaks between ca. 300–1700 cm\(^{-1}\). These are Stokes Raman spectra because the probe pulse is S\(^{-1}\) on the WL side (Figure 1) and to the red of the pump pulse (Figure 2b). Based on the UV/Vis spectrum in Figure 3a insert, the 402 nm Raman pump represents the closest frequency position to the electronic absorption peak (i.e., 355 nm) among the three Raman pump wavelengths being used, and the pre-resonance enhancement factor reaches >21 at the 1317/1348 cm\(^{-1}\) peak doublet while all the other experimental conditions are unchanged. The observed peak intensity decreases if the Raman pump wavelength is tuned away from the electronic absorption peak position. Notably, minimal interference below 400 cm\(^{-1}\) makes it feasible to study lower frequency regime of the Raman spectrum. This likely arises from good solubility of the dye molecule in methanol and less Raman pump scattering into the Raman probe beampath (i.e., FSRS signal direction) [11,13].

Table 1. Ground-state FSRS vibrational peak frequencies and mode assignments aided by calculations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(S_0) calc. (^a) (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>(S_0) FSRS (^b) (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Vibrational mode assignment (^c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>665</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>Ring in-plane asymmetric deformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>711</td>
<td>714</td>
<td>Ring asymmetric breathing with N1–CH(_3) stretching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1068</td>
<td>1069</td>
<td>A-ring deformation and H rocking, B-ring small-scale breathing, and N13–(CH(_3))(_2) H twisting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1312</td>
<td>1317</td>
<td>N1–C2 stretching with ring asymmetric deformation and ring-H rocking, and (N1)–CH(_3) methyl group bending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1357</td>
<td>1348</td>
<td>C7–N8 stretching and A-ring H rocking, A-ring in-plane deformation with some C9–C10 stretching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1393</td>
<td>1390</td>
<td>N1–CH(_3) stretching and methyl group symmetric bending, A-ring in-plane deformation, and ring-H rocking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1613</td>
<td>1615</td>
<td>Ring C=(\text{C}) and C=(\text{N}) stretching, ring-H rocking with C2=O11 stretching</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Vibrational normal mode frequencies are obtained from DFT B3LYP calculations in \(S_0\) using 6-311G\(^++\)(d, p) basis sets for LD390 in methanol with Gaussian 09 program [26]. The scaling factor of 0.99 is used to compare the calculated frequency with experimental result. \(^b\) The experimentally observed frequencies of the ground-state Raman peaks of 15 mM LD390 in pure methanol using tunable FSRS technology in the UV to visible range. \(^c\) Vibrational motions are assigned based on DFT calculation results. Only major vibrational modes are listed with the atomic numbering defined in Figure 3b insert.
Figure 3. Ground-state Stokes FSRS of LD390 in methanol. (a) Experimental stimulated Raman spectra in S\textsubscript{0} with the Raman pump at 550 nm (green), 487 nm (blue), and 402 nm (violet) and Raman probe to its red side, respectively. The former two spectral traces are enlarged by 5 times for direct comparison with the spectrum collected with 402 nm pump. Prominent vibrational peaks are marked with frequencies labeled in black. The UV/Vis electronic absorption spectrum is shown in the insert. (b) Density functional theory (DFT)-based Gaussian calculated spectrum of LD390 in methanol with a uniform peak width of 8 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (\textit{i.e.}, default fwhm in the program). The molecular structure of the dye is depicted in the insert with two aromatic rings labeled in A (orange) and B (cyan). The key atomic sites are numbered from 1–13.

Since the standard Raman spectrum of LD390 is not readily available from literature and it is useful to correlate observed peaks to characteristic nuclear motions, we perform electronic ground-state DFT calculations in Gaussian program [26] to facilitate vibrational normal mode assignment. The overall match between the experimental and calculated spectrum is very good with a frequency scaling factor of 0.99 [37]. The major vibrational modes are listed in Table 1. Notably, the correspondence between the calculated Raman spectrum and the measured one is not exact (Figure 3). This is understandable because the Gaussian DFT calculation concerns an “unrestricted” single molecule in a polarizable continuum to model solvation effects (\textit{i.e.}, we used IEFPCM-methanol, see above). In the real spectroscopic measurement, the ensemble average of solvated dye molecules LD390 in methanol solution is measured and the Raman mode polarizability is intimately determined by the extensive hydrogen (H)-bonding network around the chromophore. For example, the calculated strong modes between ca. 1450–1600 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (see Figure 3b) become much weaker in the ground-state FSRS spectrum (Figure 3a), suggesting that the corresponding mode polarizability decreases significantly and/or mode frequency shifts as a result of H-bonding matrix. It is also notable that the two strongest peaks observed at \sim1317, 1348 cm\textsuperscript{-1} both consist of C–N stretching and ring-H rocking motions plus ring...
in-plane deformations on both aromatic rings of the dye molecule. The large change in conjugation and electronic polarizability over the two-ring system leads to the observed strong Raman gain in comparison to other vibrational modes. Moreover, the amplification of the Stokes Raman spectrum primarily applies to the solute signal but not to spectral noise, so the experimental signal-to-noise ratio is greatly enhanced with the ~400 nm Raman pump and should be beneficial to characterize functional materials and molecular systems with intrinsically small electric polarizabilities [20,38].

3.3. Comparison between the Stokes and Anti-Stokes FSRS

It is notable that both the Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman spectra can be conveniently captured by FSRS gain/loss measurement depending upon the relative wavelengths of the Raman pump and probe pulses, while the latter can be switched between various BUMA sidebands (e.g., shifting the pinhole position) or tuned within the same sideband (e.g., varying the time delay between FP and WL) with ease (see Figure 1). Based on partition functions in thermodynamics, there is less population on the first excited vibrational state (i.e., quantum number $v = 1$) than that on the ground state ($v = 0$). At room temperature the thermal energy $kBT$ amounts to ~200 cm$^{-1}$ so all the vibrational modes (e.g., >300 cm$^{-1}$ in Figure 3a) should display weaker anti-Stokes spontaneous Raman peaks than the corresponding Stokes peaks particularly for high-frequency modes. In contrast, FSRS signal strength is normalized by the probe intensity (see Equation (1)) but is typically proportional to Raman pump power [9,39] and to the square of the SRS nonlinear coefficient for either the Stokes or anti-Stokes signal [40,41]. Figure 4a shows that the ground-state FSRS anti-Stokes Raman spectrum we collected using S+1 on the FP side as the probe (i.e., to the blue of the 402 nm pump pulse in Figure 2b) is much stronger than the Stokes spectrum. This unusual, opposite trend indicates that some other factors contribute to the Raman signal strength beyond the Raman pump power and third-order nonlinear polarizabilities [41]. Can it arise from resonance enhancement because this is a stimulated Raman technique [14,42]? If so, how does the Raman pump wavelength compare to the 0–0 vertical transition energy between the electronic ground state and excited state of LD390 in both FSRS measurements?

We list all the anti-Stokes over Stokes peak intensity ratios in Figure 4a insert and it becomes apparent that the two modes below 750 cm$^{-1}$ have a ratio below 1.8 while the modes above 1000 cm$^{-1}$ all have a ratio above 3.0. The overall trend is that the Raman peak gets stronger as the vibrational frequency increases. Given that the anti-Stokes process originates from the higher-lying vibrational state (e.g., $v = 1$) and terminates at the lower-lying vibrational state (e.g., $v = 0$), this experimental trend can be explained by the principle of resonance Raman enhancement because the 402 nm pump pulse being used still falls short of the LD390 electronic absorption peak of ~355 nm (Figure 4b). As a result, for the anti-Stokes transition, the 663 (1615) cm$^{-1}$ modes correspond to an “effective” Raman pump wavelength of 392 (377) nm, making the latter Raman mode much stronger because a 377 nm pump is in closer proximity to the 355 nm electronic gap than a 392 nm pump. This reasoning is further corroborated by experimental data in Figure 3a, and paves the way to enhance higher-frequency Raman modes regardless of their intrinsic electronic polarizability. For the Stokes spectrum that starts from the ground state and ends on the $v = 1$ state in $S_0$, the vibrational transition frequency does not affect the energy relation between the 402 nm Raman pump and the 355 nm electronic energy gap (i.e., no addition of the vibrational frequency can occur to bring the 402 nm Raman pump closer to the
solute $S_1$ state, see Figure 4b), hence the intensity ratio between Raman peaks is mostly determined by the mode-dependent polarizability [13,43].

Figure 4. (a) Comparison between the Stokes (red) and anti-Stokes (black) ground-state FSRS data for LD390 in methanol solution. The first-order UV-BUMA sideband $S_{+1}/S_{-1}$ on the fundamental pulse (FP)/white light (WL) side acts as the Raman probe for anti-Stokes/Stokes FSRS with the 402 nm Raman pump pulse, respectively. The frequency axes are calibrated and for direct spectral comparison, the anti-Stokes Raman shift axis as well as the Raman peak intensities are multiplied by $-1$. The insert tabulates the observed peak intensity ratios of several major vibrational modes between 600–1700 cm$^{-1}$. (b) The spectroscopic origin of the observed Raman intensity ratios can be understood by the molecular energy level diagram of LD390. Two characteristic vibrational modes are shown (vibrational quantum number $v = 1$) with the relative energy differences between various Raman transition configurations depicted by colored vertical arrowed lines. The numbers in brackets represent effective Raman pump wavelengths in nm unit (see Section 3.3.).

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have developed a unique UV-FSRS setup with a home-built second harmonic bandwidth compressor output (~400 nm center wavelength, 1.5 ps fwhm) as the Raman pump and various broadband up-converted multicolor array (BUMA) sideband laser pulses (ca. 360—460 nm, fs) as the Raman probe to obtain the stimulated Raman spectrum. The BUMA signals in this work arise from SFG/SHG-based cascaded four-wave mixing processes in a thin BBO crystal. Two other Raman pump wavelengths are achieved using a tunable FSRS setup in the visible range and the resultant Stokes spectrum of 15 mM LD390 in methanol is $>21$ times weaker due to larger mismatch between the Raman pump wavelength and the electronic absorption peak frequency of the laser dye. This manifests the advantage of using tunable ps pulses to study molecules with different absorption profiles over a wide spectral range. The Raman spectrum of LD390 is collected over a $\sim$1400 cm$^{-1}$ detection window for the first time with vibrational mode assignments aided by Gaussian DFT calculations. Using a $\sim$400 nm ps Raman pump, the anti-Stokes Raman spectrum turns out to be much stronger than the Stokes spectrum mainly due to pre-resonance enhancement involving the vibrational energy gap in $S_0$,
which is confirmed by the relative intensity ratio change between the low- and high-frequency vibrational modes.

The versatile and compact approach of generating tunable probe pulses in the UV should make the FSRS technology more accessible to many laboratories for elucidation of molecular conformational dynamics in the electronic ground state, as well as excited state upon incorporation of a preceding fs photoexcitation pulse [10,11,13]. This methodology also paves the way to harness the broadband tunability of multi-color laser sidebands to study molecules that primarily absorb in the UV which include metal-organic complexes such as triphenylbismuth in methanol solution and biomolecules such as DNA and tyrosine derivatives in water. Related studies are currently underway.
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